Term 5 Assessments
The up-to-date Year 11
assessment timetable for term 5
is available <here>

What You Need to Know
• You have been in school since the age of 4/5 – for 11 years or so in
total so far. We now want you to secure the qualification you need
and deserve before you move on to your next step – post 16.
• Teachers have prepared very sensible assessments for you to do in
term 5. We will use the evidence from this, along with other work
you have done, to form an evidence base in order to give you the
grade that you deserve in August.
• Your assessments may also be marked by people who do not know
you from outside of SBL to ensure that marking is accurate and fair.
• Assessments are much shorter than would have run in a ‘normal’
school year. You will see this from the timetable.

Things You Need to Know
• Assessments will run in all weeks of term 5.
• Assessments will be run in lesson times and in classrooms.
• Most students will be working in the English hub and corridor.
• Some students will work in different rooms if they need extra help or
need to use a computer.
• An email containing this information has been sent home and the link
will also be available on our website.
• Please ask your tutors if you have any questions and these will be
answered as soon as possible.

The Timetable
• …. is unlikely to change but we can not guarantee this completely at
this point. We will notify you of any changes
• The timetable will be emailed to both you and your parents and will
be available via the ‘Exams’ section of the SBL website.
• The next few slides will take you through the timetable to make sure
that you are clear.

If you click on the blue
hyperlink then you will be
able to see what is being
assessed in each paper.

If you study both History &
Geography then you will sit
your History paper here

If you study both History &
Geography then you will sit
your Geography paper here
in the ‘catch-up’ session.

Only students studying
‘Triple’ or ‘Separate’
Science papers as an option
subject will sit these papers

All students will sit these
science papers

